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Rare-earth ion doped crystals present very interesting properties for quantum light storage purposes. Their
remarkable coherence properties allow long memory time andtheir large inhomogeneous broadening allows high-
bandwidth operation.

Several protocols have been proposed to tap these features.One of the most promising in terms of storage
efficiency, bandwidth and multi-mode capacity is based on anAtomic Frequency Comb [1]. This protocol first
requires a spectrally periodic absorbing structure (the comb). This initial preparation is performed by frequency
selective spectral hole burning. When a signal is sent into the medium, its storage process can be interpreted as
blazed diffraction on the atomic comb. The first order echo inthe time-domain defines the retrieved signal.

We investigate experimentally this protocol in Tm3+:YAG. We focus on two figures of merit of our light
memory:

• the diffraction or retrieval efficiency. In order to increase it a large optical depth and a well-contrasted comb
are required [2]. We optimally shape the comb to increase theefficiency for the given optical depth of our
material (see fig. 1) [3].

• the multi-mode capacity. Thanks to a new preparation methodbased on frequency modulation of the pump-
ing beam we store 1060 temporal modes (pulse train) over a 1GHz bandwidth (see fig. 2) [4]

Fig. 1: a) Transmission of the atomic
comb from the simplest preparation
sequence (pulse pairs) and c) from
the optimized preparation sequence (61
pulses). b-d) AFC echo from the struc-
tures a) and c) respectively. The re-
trieval efficiency is higher for the opti-
mized preparation sequence.

Fig. 2: a) Storage of 1060 pulses: the
retrieved train appears 1.6µs later. b)
Zoom on the incoming train transmitted
by the crystal (in black). c) Zoom on
the retrieved pulses of the AFC echo
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